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T H A N K  Y O U  S O  M U C H  F O R  B E I N G
 H E R E !  

 C O C O  B E A U T Y ' S  C R A S H  C O U R S E

SE INT 

FEATUR I NG PRODUCTS BY 

 One page. One class. Life changing makeup.

1. Why this makeup is unlike anything you've tried - 5 minute clip 

2. How do you apply it? Application tutorial 

3. The Brushes - A walk through of each brush in the lineup

4. Earning credit towards your compact - see the graphics at the bottom of this page   

5. Curious? Send me a makeup free selfie for your customized colour match with this 
Colour Match Form or ask me anything in our class chat! Please ask either myself or your
hostess for the class shopping link.

CLASS  STEPS

Hopefully you feel like you know me 
just a bit more after that. Makeup is personal, and the
last thing I want is for you to feel like I'm not your
everyday mom, wife, friend, or teacher, because I can
assure you that I most certainly am.

 

The pandemic has kept us from seeing each other in person so group makeover
classes are temporarily on hold; with restrictions still in place here in Canada,
keeping classes online is safest until large gatherings are allowed. 
I LOVE running Facebook parties and classes as well, and I have met so many
incredible people and friends through group parties; however, its not everyone's
cup of tea. Its four days of information, and tuning in for some LIVE demos (one
of my favorite parts) - but it can also be overwhelming for some, they want to
know the fundamentals upfront and not wait until the next day to find out more,
OR they are interested in the products, but aren't on Facebook.
 Lastly, I am ALL about SIMPLIFYING. I really wanted to create a way for people
to share their love of this makeup with others, while still being a hostess and
earning FREE makeup & brushes; you can do this too!

So why this format for a class instead of an in-person event or
Facebook Party? GREAT question. 

 

 

Learning about, and using this makeup really is as easy as 1,2,3. Simply watch each
of the following three videos in order, and then continue on to read 4 & 5. That's it.
If you have any questions, be sure to send them my way via the email at the bottom
OR private message me on Facebook (Mirelle Cain). You can also visit cocobeauty.ca
for more information about anything mentioned in the steps below. 

Join my customer group, Coco beauty (if you are on Facebook) 
Send me a makeup free selfie for a colour match

When I run classes online, I always like to GIVEAWAY a FREE Lip/Cheek. For an
entry in this one page class, complete the following: 

W W W . C O C O B E A U T Y . C A  

I am so happy you have decided to check out this quick class
featuring SEINT beauty products. I have condensed a four day
makeup class into just a few videos and links, but still provide
you with everything you need to get started using these amazing
products. Right now, you are most likely thinking I'm just some
"makeup lady"......so let's meet.    CLICK HERE

cocobeauty.mirelle@gmail.comSEINT website 

Mirelle Cain

https://youtu.be/RvHg_11TDpk
https://form.jotform.com/210774318636257
https://youtu.be/RvHg_11TDpk
https://youtu.be/-mxC2ZnkAps
https://www.facebook.com/mirelle.anne
https://cocobeauty.ca/
https://cocobeauty.ca/cocobeauty/seint-palette-system
https://www.facebook.com/groups/cocobeautymirelle/
https://cocobeauty.ca/cocobeauty/the-colour-match
https://youtu.be/WwYdlfVgSMA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QVHvtLatBwE
https://mirelleanne.seintofficial.com/en
https://mirelleanne.seintofficial.com/en

